
Food for 
thought
Tropical fruit distributor cuts costs with Unified 
Communications delivered by Dell 

In today’s tough economic climate, all businesses need to cut 

costs and stay competitive by delivering greater value to their 

customers. A strategically implemented Unified Communications 

solution can help companies lower the expense of travel and 

telecoms, while optimising collaboration and productivity.

Solutions:
•   Green IT
•   Unified Communications

Customer profile
Company: Fyffes 
Industry: Food, Beverage & Tobacco
Country: United Kingdom
Founded: 1880
Employees: 4,800
Website: www.fyffes.com 

Challenge
Tropical fruit distributor Fyffes needed 
to cut costs. With sites in 11 countries, 
the company was particularly 
concerned about its travel and 
communications expenses.

Solution
Using a five-year roadmap designed 
by Dell consultants, the IT team cut 
costs with a Unified Communications 
solution protected by Dell ProSupport 
for IT.

Benefits 
•  Unified Communications solution 

implemented by Dell within a 
month

•  Communication costs reduced by 
an estimated 30 per cent

•  Travel expenses and carbon 
emissions significantly reduced

•  Flexible HD video conferencing 
solution supports international 
workforce

•  Five-year strategy delivered by  
Dell consultants



As a supplier of fresh produce – such  
as bananas, melons and pineapples –  
to fiercely competitive supermarket 
chains in Europe and the US, tropical  
fruit importer and distributor Fyffes 
was under constant pressure to trim 
overheads. The company’s travel 
and telecoms expenses were a 
particular concern. With operations 
in 11 countries across Europe and the 
Americas, Fyffes’ employees relied on 
expensive telephone lines, conferencing 
services and face-to-face meetings to 
communicate. Telephone call costs 
were particularly high due to lack 
of competition between telecoms 
companies in some of the Central 
American countries where Fyffes 
operates. Some key employees did  
not have access to video conferencing, 
and collaboration was restricted.  
Staff working in different countries  
often struggled to reach one another 
and lacked facilities for sharing 
information instantly.

Colin Streames-Smith, IT Manager 
at Fyffes, was aware that a Unified 
Communications solution based on 
the latest collaborative technology 
from Microsoft could help solve this 
global challenge. He and his team 
had recently implemented Microsoft® 
Office SharePoint® Server 2007 to 

help employees share documents and 
reports online. At the same time, they 
had carried out preliminary testing of 
Microsoft Office Communications Server 
2007. To find out more about how Fyffes 
could make the most of this software, 
he contacted Dell, which had supplied 
servers, storage, desktops and laptops 
to Fyffes successfully for ten years. Says 
Streames-Smith: “We needed a trusted 
advisor to help us create a Unified 
Communications roadmap that would 
optimise our collaboration for years to 
come. Dell understands our business 
needs and offers the strategic thinking 
that we require. We didn’t consider any 
other providers.” 

How it works 
Services
•  Dell ProConsult  

•  Dell ProSupport for IT 
– Mission Critical option 

Hardware
•  Dell™ PowerEdge™ servers with 

Intel® Xeon® Processors 5000 
series 

Software
•  Microsoft® Office 

Communications Server 2007 

•  Microsoft Office Communicator  
2007 R2

Dell delivers five-year strategy 

The Dell Global Infrastructure 
Consulting team (ProConsult) organised 
a workshop and demonstrated to Fyffes 
how easy it would be to implement a 
solution based on Microsoft software, 
running on Dell™ PowerEdge™ servers 
with Intel® Xeon® Processors 5000 
series. “Dell consultants showed us 
how Microsoft technology would help 
us straight away. It was immediately 
obvious that, with these tools, we 
would save money and increase 
collaboration and efficiency across  
our business,” says Streames-Smith.

Following the workshop, Dell helped 
Fyffes set out a five-year strategy that 
would extend the benefits of Unified 
Communications to a large number 
of Fyffes employees and include the 
implementation of additional features, 
such as the integration of landlines 
between key sites. This gave a strategic 
context to Fyffes’ initial investment in 
Unified Communications.

“ We needed a trusted advisor to help us create a Unified 
Communications roadmap that would optimise our collaboration  
for years to come. Dell understands our business needs and offers 
the strategic thinking that we require.”
Colin Streames-Smith, IT Manager, Fyffes



Employees benefit from  
Dell Unified Communications 
from day one

As the first stage of its Unified 
Communications roadmap, Fyffes 
asked Dell to implement Office 
Communications Server 2007 R2 with 
Office Communicator 2007 R2 on 
high-performing and energy-efficient 
Dell PowerEdge servers, based at the 
company’s United Kingdom head 
office. Dell implemented the solution 
within one month of the order being 
placed, and Fyffes staff began to 
benefit straight away. “Our employees 
around the world easily adapted to 
the Unified Communications solution 
from Microsoft, delivered by Dell. The 
collaborative tools are extremely 
easy to use and require no training 
or complicated manuals. As a result, 
we began saving on global travel and 
communications expenses from day 
one,” says Streames-Smith.

Communications costs reduced  
by an estimated 30 per cent

Around 200 global sales, logistics and 
accounts staff as well as senior managers 
and directors now use high-quality 
voice over Internet Protocol (IP), instant 
messaging, desktop sharing and video 
and voice conferencing directly from 
their desktops. Office Communicator 
is integrated with the company’s other 
Microsoft Office programs, such 
as Word®, Excel®, PowerPoint® and 
SharePoint, which lets Fyffes’ users 

communicate with colleagues directly. 
As a result, employees use landlines and 
mobile phones much less frequently and 
the need for outsourced voice and video-
conferencing facilities has been reduced 
to almost zero. “The savings from our 
Unified Communications solution 
delivered by Dell were instant and 
obvious. We estimate that it will reduce 
our communications costs by as much as 
30 per cent a year,” says Streames-Smith.

The introduction of instant messaging, 
along with moving a large proportion of 
telephone calls over to the company’s 
IP network, have brought significant 
savings – particularly for the Fyffes 
logistics team. Based at sites in Costa 
Rica, Ireland, the Netherlands and the 
United Kingdom, logistics employees 
need permanent contact with each 
other to ensure that Fyffes’ tropical fruit 
reaches customers around the world. 
In the past, they used expensive mobile 
phones to get in touch instantly. Now, 
they use instant messaging, significantly 
reducing Fyffes’ mobile phone bills.

Travel expenses and carbon 
emissions minimised

Travel is another area where Fyffes 
expects to cut costs over time, as 
employees replace face-to-face 
meetings, where possible, with  
desk-based video conferencing.  
This helps Fyffes minimise the number 
of expensive long-haul airline tickets, 
which reduces the company’s carbon 

footprint. In addition, staff work more 
productively and improve their work: 
life balance, because they avoid using 
personal time flying or waiting in airports. 
“With our Unified Communications 
solution from Dell, we expect to reduce 
our travel expenses significantly. As a 
global business with multiple sites in 11 
countries, this is a major benefit for us,” 
says Streames-Smith.

Efficient collaboration  
increases productivity

With Office Communicator 2007 R2, 
Fyffes’ personnel can instantly see 
whether colleagues are available by 
looking at their names and presence 
icons. Clicking an icon shows what 
device the person is working on, which 
lets staff determine how best to make 
contact. This increases productivity  
and job satisfaction rates because 
staff no longer waste time locating 
colleagues or waiting for responses to 
voice messages and emails. “Our Unified 
Communications solution delivered  
by Dell improves collaboration across 
the business, because our employees 
can reach each other instantly, no  
matter where they are in the world,”  
says Streames-Smith.

“ The savings from our Unified 
Communications solution delivered 
by Dell were instant and obvious. 
We estimate that it will reduce our 
communications costs by as much 
as 30 per cent a year.” 
Colin Streames-Smith, IT Manager, Fyffes



As an example, desktop sharing has 
made collaboration faster and more 
efficient because employees no longer 
have to email attachments back and 
forth to work on projects together. Now, 
staff can share their computer desktops 
with colleagues to update and distribute 
business information in real time. Easy 
access to video conferencing means 
that Fyffes’ personnel can share and 
resolve any production problem instantly, 
whereas in the past they had to take 
pictures of the problems, email them to 
colleagues and wait for their responses.

Dell ProSupport for IT  
protects investment

To support the solution, Streames-Smith  
did not hesitate to opt for the Dell 
ProSupport for IT Mission Critical 
option with four-hour on-site service. 

The contract covers the company’s 
Unified Communications hardware and 
software for the next five years. Says 
Streames-Smith: “The Dell ProSupport 
for IT Mission Critical option gives us 
peace of mind that the availability of 
our Unified Communications solution 
is maximised at all times. This is vital – 
especially because we plan to extend 
the solution in the next few years, and 
make it a larger part of our everyday 
operations.”

For more information go to:  
dell.com/casestudies/emea and  
dell.co.uk/casestudies

“ The Dell ProSupport for IT Mission Critical 
option gives us peace of mind that the 
availability of our Unified Communications 
solution is maximised at all times.”
Colin Streames-Smith, IT Manager, Fyffes

The efficient enterprise runs on Dell: efficiententerprise.com
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